What to Do When Someone Tells You That They Have Violated Your Boundaries, Made You Feel Uncomfortable, or Committed Assault.

Assaulters are not villains. They are not doomed. We are not helpless. We are not alone. We are human, and how we address these situations (and ourselves) after being told of assault is possible. It is a right of a difference. Literally.

Dealing with assault is possible. It is your responsibility. You can make a big difference by owning up to it and taking concerted measures to address it. You can be loved. You can heal from this. You can be valued.

Don't give up. Don't fall back. Don't put yourself first. Asking, giving, power back to the other person through ways to support them seeking help for yourself, seeking help for them. What will you do? What will you do? Ask the other person first. Asking is empowering.

Changing the attitudes you have. Attitudes are kept in respect, denial, entitling, entitlement. The word 'assault' to cover all degrees of violations. Sorry if that is a start. Good luck. Being called out is a gift. It is an opportunity to grow.

Assault is cowardly. Waking up to it is brave. Suggestions to feedback, want to work together, almost anything, contact.
Take Responsibility for Your Actions.

- Apologize (if that's hard: don't say "I'm sorry you feel that way" because that puts the blame on them, instead say "I'm sorry that my actions hurt you.").
- Admit if you fucked up on a boundary or went too far.
- Admit what your body did.
- Admit what you said.
- Admit what you did not say or ask.
- Fight off feelings of defensiveness. If you are unable to get past that, tell the other person you need a break so you can respond properly. Seek help.
- Admit to yourself that your actions can affect others negatively, regardless of your intentions.
- Know you are not doomed, but you have hurt another person, people will support your efforts to address it.
- Admit that even if you do not remember the event, or recall it differently, or if you do not believe you *would* have done or said it — be that it is possible and what the other person experienced is valid.
- If you do not understand how what you did made someone feel assaulted, do not put them on trial or argue; instead, seek help (options listed later on).

Ask them how they feel/felt.
- Ask them what you could do to help them feel empowered.
- Do your best to make it happen.
- Even if you think their boundaries/needs are extreme, support, enable, respect them. That is support. Being supported and feeling safe are key to healing and rebuilding trust.
- Do not argue, question, or suggest changes to their needs.
- Admit if you cannot handle their needs. Seek support.
- Make sacrifices to help them feel safe and respected. Giving up a little is worth restoring the power your actions took from them.
- Ask them if it's okay to bring this subject up. You should wait for them to bring it up.
- Ask how and when they want to be checked in with. Check in.
- Ask what forms of physical contact they are okay with now. Keep checking in constantly.
- If they do not want to be physical, figure out what will ensure that (e.g., you stop drinking, sleep with clothes on, reaffirm that decision aloud before bed, talk about and avoid touching body parts that turn either of you on).

If it's okay with them (ask), tell everyone what you did. This takes responsibility, opens yourself up for help in changing/dealing, and breaks apart the silence around assault.

Seek Help: (especially meet their needs)
- Call an assault hotline.
- Ask a (trusted) friend to ask the other person if it's okay to talk to such person. If mutually known, and what is okay to disclose.
- Try to find someone who's also been through it.
- Find a go-between person when you are both okay with it to help navigate issues.
- Choose wisely.
- Seek professional therapy. Individual or couples counseling can be free in most cities. Even if you are the most radical person, abuse/boundary issues are omnipotent. Therapists can help. Just find one who fits.
- Listen to survivors and take advice.
- Read about boundaries and assault (hint: try feminist/queer friendly bookshops, look into books at libraries).
- Think about it. This may be scary at first — or overwhelming — but your life will be better for addressing it.

Feel honored to have the chance to change your behavior, whether you two remain close or not.

Thank them for having the courage to call you out.
- Seize the chance to change.